Fall New Items 2017
Dear LGB fan,

For our new products this year, we have focused on two other concepts – full equipment and play value!

Our scale models are not just typified by accuracy and quality, but by our commitment to guaranteeing our customers the most wonderful model railway experience. This experience is certainly enhanced by the legendary full equipment of our locomotives.

The advantages of this kind of service ex. works are obvious.

Fully-featured models:
– don’t generate extra costs
– can be used immediately on the model railway layout
– meet all safety-relevant requirements
– offer the highest levels of customer satisfaction
– do not need to be laboriously altered and upgraded
– guarantee simple operation

but above all, they come with a full manufacturer’s warranty.

In addition, there is no shortage of fun when playing with LGB trains, so our models can bring a smile to the faces of young and old alike. Our motto is “Unpack – Assemble – Go”. You can play to your heart’s content with our diverse coaches, wagons and sets. Whether it’s an excursion on a passenger train or water transport to a remote gold-mining town. With your children’s imagination and the robust quality of LGB, no destination is too far away.

Your LGB Team

Join the game with LGB

The LGB garden railway is robust and a real highlight for any garden, whatever the weather.

Everything you need for endless family fun
Tank wagons to fill, opening doors and much more besides. The model railway experience for the whole family!

It doesn’t matter whether it is canes or flower pots! Our loadmasters can handle anything.

For example:
- 40554 DR Stake Car
- 40551 DR Low Side Car
- 40555 DR Tank Car

Fillable low-side cars!
Whether it is fresh water for the plants or some potting compost for filling the tubs. This will help you have tremendous fun in your garden!

Fillable tank wagons!
Find your trusted dealer and receive expert advice from a specialist with a large selection of LGB starter sets and accessories.

The special fun experience for indoors and outdoors. Just unpack the starter set, assemble and go!

The building block train including a set of 30 building blocks which can be re-arranged by young and old to suit their imagination and creativity offers a model railway experience for the whole family. Maximum fun by extending the building block train with the building block car (94063).

A train that never runs late and steams at full speed towards fun with all the family. Get carried away with all the fun of building and playing together.

1. Unpack
2. Assemble
3. Go

Just what every builder needs!

The base plate is an ideal starting point for playing and building.
Heartfelt congratulations on the 100th birthday

A reason to celebrate – LGB congratulates with an exclusive model.

24742 DEV Spreewald Steam Locomotive
This is a model of the DEV “Spreewald” steam locomotive as it is currently looks in use on the museum railroad from Bruchhausen–Vilsen to Asendorf. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era VI. The locomotive is equipped with a powerful Bühler motor mounted in ball bearings and has traction ties. It has a built-in mfx/DCC decoder with many sound and light functions that can be controlled in digital operation as well as the built-in smoke unit. The locomotive is packaged in an exclusive wooden case with a booklet about the history of the original. Length over the buffers 33 cm / 13”.

One-time series for the 100th anniversary of the original locomotive, limited to 499 pics worldwide.

The running sounds will also work in analog operation.

Built especially rich in details
Etched metal sign plates
Limited series worldwide
This is what a steam run with the DEV Spreewald locomotive promises. The jerking, bucking, steaming, and whistling of 100 years ago can still be experienced on the line from Bruchhausen – Vilsen to Asendorf. Thanks to the tireless volunteer work of numerous helpers, this experience remains preserved for us down to the present.

It is clear that LGB is also supporting this achievement with an appropriate donation and wants to contribute largely to the 100th birthday of this locomotive by giving a check at the continued operation of the original.

We extend heartfelt congratulations!
German State Railroad (DR)

40554 DR Stake Car
This is a model of a stake car as it was in use on many DR narrow gauge lines. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III.
Length over the buffers 25 cm / 9-7/8”.

40555 DR Tank Car
This is a model of a tank car as it was in use on many DR narrow gauge lines. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III.
Length over the buffers 25 cm / 9-7/8”.

40551 DR Low Side Car
This is a model of a low side car as it was in use on many DR narrow gauge lines. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III.
Length over the buffers 25 cm / 9-7/8”.

Affordable models
Available individually in response to widespread demand
**Affordable models**  
Available individually in response to widespread demand

### 40552 DR Tank Car

This is a model of a tank car as it was in use on many DR narrow gauge lines. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III. Length over the buffers 25 cm / 9-7/8”.

### 40553 DR Hide-Side Gondola

This is a model of a hide-side gondola as it was in use on many DR narrow gauge lines. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III. Length over the buffers 25 cm / 9-7/8”.

### 42591 DR Fire Extinguishing Water Car

This is a model of a four-axle stake car with a brakeman’s platform and a separately applied tank. The car has end walls with a board structure, and separately applied stakes. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for a DR fire extinguishing water car for the meter gauge network in the Harz area in Era IV. The car is realistically weathered. The car has metal wheel sets. Length over the buffers 41.5 cm / 16-3/8”.

### Now also available weathered in response to widespread demand
The “Allegra” with a length of 206 cm / 81-1/8” offers a variety of technical and mechanical functions. It lacks nothing of its large prototype. With a long whistle as it arrives at the station, this showpiece of the Rhaetian Railroad attracts attention before the squealing of the brakes sounds. Each stop of the complete route from St. Moritz to Tirano is announced on a public announcement system. Whether it is Radius 1 or Radius 5, this powered rail car train negotiates all curves confidently like its large prototype. Thanks to an adjustable close coupling, there are no limits on this train in your home’s garden or yard.

### VI mfx DCC • • • 15 +

#### 22225 RhB Class ABe 8/12 “Allegra” Powered Rail Car Train
This is a model of an RhB (Rhaetian Railroad) class ABe 8/12 “Allegra” powered rail car train. The paint and lettering are prototypical for Era VI. The model has traction tires and is driven on four wheelsets by two ball bearing Bühler motors. It has an mfx/DCC sound decoder with many sound and light functions. The pantographs can be raised and lowered digitally on both end cars. All the cars on the train have metal wheels, and the center car has wheelsets with ball bearings. All the doors can be opened. The model has many separately applied details such as conductors, plugs, windshield wipers, antennas, and rear-view mirrors. The model has sprung buffers and complete rail clearance devices (the center part of the rail clearance devices can be replaced with a standard LGB coupler that is included with the train).

Length over the buffers 206 cm / 81-1/8”.

One-time series.

The running sounds will also work in analog operation.

mfx/DCC decoder and many sound and light functions included

Now available at your specialty dealer

---

Learn more about the showpiece of the Rhaetian Railroad (RhB) at: [www.lgb.de/allegra](http://www.lgb.de/allegra)
Saxon Oberlausitz Railroad Company (SOEG)

23591 SOEG Diesel Locomotive, Road Number Köf 6001
This is a model of the SOEG diesel locomotive, road number Köf 6001, used on the Zittau Narrow Gauge Railroad. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era VI. Both wheel sets are driven by a powerful Bühler motor. Traction tires. The locomotive is equipped with an mfx/DCC decoder with many light and sound functions. The cab doors can be opened.
Length over the buffers 29 cm / 11-3/8”.

The running sounds will also work in analog operation.

On December 2, 2017 –
International Model Railroading Day
Get information about promotions and events near you at www.tag-der-modellisenbahn.de

First time with sound
Available starting in December

34th International Model Train Show
and 11th Märklin Days in 2017
The MEGA family event in Göppingen
September 15 to 17, 2017
www.maerklin.de